Origami is the art of paper folding which is associated with Japanese culture. The Origami competition was held on 9\textsuperscript{th} of May 2019. Students of grade IV and V participated in the competition and transformed flat square sheets of paper into a finished sculpture through folding and sculpting techniques. Students combined a variety of ways to make designs and portrayed their compositions based on an array of themes beautifully on A4 sheets.

**WINNERS : CLASS V**

1. Maitrey Sharma V B
2. Vrinda Bansal V F
3. Sachit Bansal V F
4. Manas Khanna V D
5. Kartik Gupta V A

**WINNERS : CLASS IV**

1. Divyanshi Malik IV B
2. Jahaan Makkar IV D
3. Aayushyamann Verma IV F
4. Anjali Agarwal IV C